**FEATURE ARTICLES**

4 Happiness is about Respect, Not Riches  
*By Stacey Kennelly*  
A series of experiments reveals that income level has less to do with happiness than feeling respected by peers. No wonder cyberbullying can be dangerous.

7 Happiness Tips  
A researcher and a spiritual leader share five components of happiness and 17 ways to achieve them.

8 The Mentor’s Guide to Self-Monitoring  
*By Rey Carr*  
Mentors involved in initiatives that provide inadequate training and support can use these two self-monitoring tools to gain effectiveness.

18 An Open Letter to Big Companies Requesting RFPs of Small Companies  
*By Mitch Ditkoff*  
RFPs can be misleading and a waste of time. Here are 10 tips for companies to use to increase authenticity and select the best candidates.

21 Mentoring Book Review  
*By Harvey Schachter*  
Differences between mentoring and coaching are highlighted in this review of the book: “What You Should Know to Be an Effective Mentor.”
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34 Peer Bulletin Quiz

35 What’s New
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43 Twenty-Six Project Funding Opportunities

49 Nine Research Studies to Guide Practice

52 Books for Review

53 Attend an Event
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**SHORT & SWEET**

16 Experiential Learning in Five Chapters  
*By Portia Nelson*  
A poet gives an example of what it takes to learn from experience.

23 Mentors in Memorium  
Three mentors, Mickey Freiberg, Debbie Ford, and Eugene Whelan, left a legacy of transformation.

24 From the Sourcebook of Coaching History  
*By Vikki Brock*  
Personal success writers and industrial psychologists played a role in the evolution of coaching.

25 Peer Support in Higher Education  
Details about the 5th International Peer Support Symposium to take place in Estonia, June 27-28.

26 We Need Help to Promote the Peer Bulletin  
The Peer Bulletin staff asks for testimonials and shares ideas about which types have influence.

28 Tweets from Peer Resources in February  
A selection of the timely & relevant tweets sent to Peer Resources Network members.

41 Famous Mentoring Pairs: Lessons Learned from the Wizard of Westwood  
*By Jon Gordon*  
A mentor leaves a legacy that enabled this partner to carry forward seven life affirming steps.
Editor’s Note: Vikki Brock has graciously prepared a number of brief stories from her book: The Sourcebook of Coaching History. Each month during 2013-14, the Peer Bulletin is privileged to include one of these stories.

The roots of coaching from the decade of 1930s include personal success literature, such as the classics published in 1937 by Dale Carnegie’s How to Win Friends and Influence People and by Napoleon Hill’s Think and Grow Rich. Alcoholics Anonymous (AA), founded in 1935, is based on a philosophy of self-responsibility which is the foundation for being coachable.

In the business environment, Australian psychologist and Harvard Business professor Elton Mayo (1880-1949), the founder of the Human Relations Movement and Industrial Sociology, conducted the Hawthorne Studies between 1927 through 1932 at Western Electric Hawthorne Works in Chicago. Similar to coaching, these studies focused on motivation and productivity in the workplace.

Coaching in business in the 1930s was internal coaching with managers or supervisors acting as coaches to their staff. Tony Grant (2008) discovered the first paper in English about coaching which was written by C.B. Gorby, a graduate of Cornell University in 1937. Gorby described how older employees coached newer employees in reducing waste in order to increase profit and maximize employee business as part of a profit sharing program. In an article the following year, Bigelow (1938) discussed coaching by sales managers as a means of improving sales training.

Today managers and supervisors are being trained to use coaching skills in the performance of their jobs. In fact, some companies even call their supervisors ‘coaches’. As in the 1930s, sales departments today benefit from coaching and coach training.
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“Most great people have attained their greatest success just one step beyond their greatest failure.”

~ Napoleon Hill (1883-1970) ~
Mentor to W. Clement Stone and Og Mandino, among others
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